Abstract
Introduction
The "appearance based" paradigm in visual recognition aims at capturing the statistical regularities and redundancies shared by a set of images. It uses the notion of dimensionality reduction of an input image space, in a Linear Coding style, to achieve this goal. Experience shows that for certain applications, and if certain conditions are met. the Linear Coding dimensionality reduction can achieve impressive performance with a very simple and computationally efficient machinery (cf. 119, 15.51).
In its most general form, one would like to represent a target image t(x) as a linear supelposition of basis images Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is commonly used in this context. It assumes that the set of model (and target) images lie in a low dimensional subspace spanned by the eigenvectors (the basis images) of the correlation matrix of the model images.
The strength of PCA comes from its efficient computational mechanism, the fact that it is well understood, and from its general applicability. However. dimension-reducing techniques, like PCA. are sensitive to image plane transformations. Consider for example Fig. 1 . Five images of correctly aligned and scaled human faces were taken (data set courtesy of the Yale U.
face data-base). We then introduce small translations (order of few pixels) to each of the images, and then attempt to reconstruct one of the images (in its original location) as a superposition of the five translated model images. One can clearly see that the lack of invariance is a serious impediment to the representation of a class of objects.
Our goal is to make PCA invariant to image-plane transformations. while maintaining the clarity and spirit of PCA and without resorting to a complex algorithm.
Previous approaches to the problem include EigenTracking [SI that modifies optic-flow equations to work with PCA. Tangent-Distance [ 171 and its multi-resolution extension [20] where the distance between two images is replaced by the distance between the tangent to the image manifolds, and probabilistic approach (9. 141 that separate images into appearance and deformation.
Our approach to the problem is two fold. First, is lo increase the dimensionality of the representation (number of basis images $0). but in a tightly controlled manner. We show that for small transformations the variability of the input model images live in a linear subspace whose dimension is bounded for the group of translations the bound is 3 times the dimension of the ensemble without, the invariance property, and for general affine transformations the bound is 1. Second, since for large transformations the variability space is no longer embedded in a linear sub-space. we derive a method we call "Manifold Pursuit" (MP) for projecting a target image onto the non-linear manifold.
Manifold Pursuit
We shortly describe PCA as an introduction to MP We introduce MP lo relax this constraint.
Let &(E), ...,$ k(x) be a set of model images where the index vector x is two dimensional x = (zl,zz). An image t(x) belongs to the manifold expressed by superpositions of the model images under some group of transformations if the following holds:
where f(x,a) is a vector function f = ( f l , fz) representing the group of transformations acting on 5 with a set of parameters denoted by the vector a. For we pay is to enlarge the set of basis images (the principle components) required for representing the object class under the desired invariance group.
We handle large transformations using Newton iterations and "image warping"within a coarse-to-fine framework. In each Newton iteration we project the target image onto the linear subspace represented by the principle components of A, then we modify (warp) the model images and recompute their derivatives. This procedure is guaranteed to converge to a local minima. To help converging to a global minima the same procedure is performed in a coarse-to-fine manner, using a Gaussian Pyramid 161 of the basis images.
The Case of Aligned Model Images
In the case of un-aligned model images we need to reevaluate the projection matrix in each iteration -making the proposed technique camputationally expensive. Now we consider a different variant of the same problem: we assume the model images are aligned but allow the target image to be mis-aligned. This might be useful in the case of face detection followed by identification, where detection module might find the head position up to some translational/rotational ambiguity and thus the target image will not be aligned with the model images.
The advantage of assuming an aligned model set is that.
as shown next. the projection matrix will need to be evaluated only once thereby reducing the computational cost considerably. We consider the following problem:
where f(x,a) is defined as in the previous section. For simplicity we will start with a translational model f () = 
(7)
The vector 5 is the projection of the un-aligned target image The process above is implemented within a coarse-tofine framework (as explained in the previous section) where in each level of the pyramid the procedure above is applied.
Implementation Results
We applied MP for identifying frontal images of human faces under variability of facial expressions and illumination conditions. We used the Yale U. image-set consisting of aligned frontal human faces covering 9 images per person over 15 distinct people. Fig. 2 shows a sample of the images in the data set.
We selected three images per person as the model images, i.e., an aligned target image would be matched to a model (a person) if the distance to its projection onto the linear subspace spanned by the three model images is the smallest over all the I5 models. The first three columns of MP with an aligned model set. Note that the identification performance degrades rapidly with increasing shift magnitude (second column) compared to the largely invariant performance to shift magnitude with M P (founh column).
largely invariant to the magnitude of shift The simplicity of the approach enables the saving of exhaustive search when matching a candidate image region to a model under a group of image-plane transformations.
